ENERGETIC SIGNS,
OR, WHAT THE UNIVERSE CONSISTS OF
The Universe consists neither of Ideas, nor of various kinds of Energy but of “Energetic
Eidoses”, “Energetic Signs”, or “Energizing Informational Continuum”, or (“EnergyInformation Continuum”), or “Energetic Cogito”, which upon dissociation into bits of
Energy and bits of Information respectively, are perceived as “Reduction of the Wave
Function” and we recognize the reduction through the appearance of the Perceptory Function
effected upon the disintegration of the Wave Function.
The Energy and the Information in question, upon re-association to recover the
“Energetic Sign” are perceived through reasoning as the “Restoration of Wave Function”,
(and we can recognize the Wave Function Restoration through the partial disappearance
of the Perceptory Functions recovered again into Wave Functions and Information).
It might seem that Energy and Information disappear; they are actually absorbed by the
imperceptible event, which restores the “Energetic Sign”, and to reasoning phenomenolizes
as the Restoration of Wave Function.
(While Energy and Information seemingly disappear, to form, for instance, a
“Singularity”, or a “Black Hole”, or when we are simply deep in thought, focused on
something, or inspired – Energy and Information blend into an integrate whole to be
absorbed into the restoration act of the “Energetic Sign”).
To form an “Energetic Sign”, Energy and Information must first be absorbed together
(and disappear) into an event, which sensory-perceptory is unperceivable, nor thinkable:
For Thought and Energy had to join for agglutination and losing independence – and
ontologic autonomy, in the Energetic Sign – to give birth to the Energetic Sign.
And the other way round, the appearance and availability of Energy and Thought
(Information) is already indicative for the disintegration of an “Energetic Sign”, and
through its self-disintegration, or self-dissociation, gave birth to both Energy and Thought
(Information).
“Energetic Signs” can be mentally pictured as an Unarticulated event “Energetic Cogito”,
“Energetic Eidos” (Energetic Idea), or “Energy-Information Continuum”, where “Energy
thinks” and “Thought energizes”, where Energy and Information are indistinguishable
from each other because they both disappear in order to create “Energizing Information”
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and “Informational Energy” as “Energetic Signs” or “Energetic Cogito”.
The Perceptory Function disappears because it has reformed back into the recovered
Wave Function. And Energy has disappeared not because of its transformation back into
Information but because it once again associated with Information, so that both together
could be simultaneously absorbed into the process of the “Energetic Sign Restoration”.
(Where all Perception is reduced, or collapsed, to Wave Functions. And all Perception
and perceptory energy, which have disappeared, are only Restored Wave Functions)
From the point of view of the Sensory-Macroscopic Universe, Energetic Signs are
invisible.
The status of the Energetic Signs is a status of a Possibilistic Information Universe,
which is also the status of Unreduced Wave Function.
When Energy and Information disappear, they are actually absorbed by the act of the
“Energy Sign Restoration”, and to us its restoration is manifested as a “Singularity”, or a
“Black Hole”, or profound thinking. “Singularity means no more than the transformation
of the Sensory-Macroscopic Universe back into the Possibilistic-Informational Universe.
All our Thoughts are Unreduced Wave Functions.
All our Perceptions are Reduced Wave Functions.
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